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ElEctromagnEtism and lifE

Over the past 70 years, biology and physics have dramati-
cally converged and medicine has benefited from this on 
both the diagnostic and therapeutic levels. Medical physics, 
or the application of the concepts, theories, and methods of 
physics to patient care, is the result of this type of “cross- 
contamination.” An increasing number of patients over the 
years have enjoyed improved wellbeing and health on the 
strength of new discoveries and applications. Medical physics 
is currently applied within a number of medical specialties, 
both as a diagnostic and interventional tool, with examples 
including radiology and medical imaging, radiation oncology, 
and nuclear medicine. Furthermore, a number of physical 
agents (ionizing and nonionizing electromagnetic radiation, 
laser light, static electric and magnetic fields, ultrasound, 
gamma rays, radio frequencies, etc.) are commonly used in 
official medicine at hospitals and private clinics. Finally, over 
the last couple of decades and within the framework of the 
so-called Epi-biochemical/genetic approach to medicine, a 
new field of scientific interest and research has developed. 
This considers the interactions between extremely low fre-
quency electromagnetic fields (ELF-EMF) and biological 
matter in order to restore, maintain, and improve health.

The idea that there is an electrical basis for life and 
health is not new and dates back at least to the middle of the 
nineteen century, when the American Electro-Therapeutic 
Association organized a series of conferences on the clini-
cal use of electricity and electrical devices for the treatment 
of hysterical pain syndrome. Various energy emitting instru-
ments were used by over 10,000 physicians in the US to treat 
neurological, emotional, and physical disorders. In Europe, 
a limited number of medical doctors and researchers made 
efforts to prove the effectiveness, on both clinical and sci-
entific grounds, of electric and magnetic forces. However, 

they faced fierce opposition from distinguished members of 
official medicine, who argued that science would continue 
to consider a radically new phenomenon as an anomaly, 
until it was explained within a suitable theory. Then, at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, the 1910 Flexner Report 
on Medical Education, initiated by the American Medical 
Association, defined these approaches as abuses in medical 
practice and banned them from official recognized use. This 
situation, restricting electromagnetic therapies within the 
confines of unofficial medicine, remained largely unchanged 
until the end of the 1900s. However, over the last two decades 
there has been a strong revival of interest in this area of medi-
cine, resulting from both a wider and greater depth of knowl-
edge in nanoscience, nanotechnology, and molecular biology, 
and improved digital and communication facilities available 
to an increasing number of users thanks to new information 
communication technologies and the internet. Seqex® was 
designed, developed, and implemented within this rapidly 
changing environment.

abraham liboff, studying thE 
rElationship bEtwEEn Elf and biology 
in dEpth: thE ion cyclotron rEsonancE-
likE EffEct and prEliminary clinical usE

Professor Abraham R. Liboff was the American scientist who 
paved the way for a wider acceptance by the medical com-
munity of the so-called electromagnetic paradigm in biology 
and medicine, and deserves recognition for his studies on the 
relationship between ELF and biological systems, or bioelec-
tromagnetism.1,2,3 After years of speculation and research, 
Liboff reached “the inevitable conclusion that living organ-
isms react to imbalances produced by quasi-systemic electric 
changes, while also striving for their own wellbeing either by 
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generating electromagnetic fields (EMF) or through exposure 
to exogenous EMFs of extremely low frequency and intensity 
(ELF). These waves, acting in association with the geomag-
netic field, induce a physical response on a cellular level, in 
a phenomenon known as Ion Cyclotron Resonance (ICR).”4

While traditional physiology considers bioelectromag-
netic interaction to be a kind of stimulation or facilitation of 
biochemical processes (i.e., increased blood level of serotonin 
or calcium binding proteins), Liboff introduces the concept 
that a living system is an electromagnetic system as such, 
able to respond to electrical and magnetic stimuli accord-
ing to the principles of physics. Furthermore, Liboff defines 
living organisms (vegetable and animal) as electromagnetic 
entities, casting doubts on the granitic conviction shared by 
the medical scientific community that all vital events (on the 
physiological, pathological, and therapeutic levels) can be 
explained in terms of molecular biology. Liboff also clearly 
perceives how difficult it will be to convince such a medical 
community who are unaware of the opportunities offered by 
ELM therapy.

To introduce his paradigm, Liboff classifies three main 
groups of EMF, according to the intensity of currents gener-
ated by the different devices:

•	 Disruptive (electroshock and transcranial high 
speed magnetic stimulation rTMS)

•	 Coarse (devices for restoring lost or disrupted physi-
ological conditions, like pacemakers)

•	 Imperceptible (very low intensity and frequency 
electric/electromagnetic stimulation, so low that 
detection is very difficult and impossible to relate to 
known physiological events).

The Seqex® device belongs to the latter group.

thE italian way to implEmEnt 
liboff’s discovEriEs and vision

In 1987, the first medical application of ELF-EMF, to treat 
bony nonunions, was approved by the US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), and a few years later, a second medi-
cal application was approved to assist spinal fusion.

The medical devices proposed by Liboff were applied 
locally over the dysfunctional areas. A different type of 
ELF-EMF treatment was developed in Italy by a group of 
physicists and biologists convened by Valerio Dallago in the 
late 1990s. As a financial manager with personal experi-
ence of the utility of an EMF device, Valerio was attracted 
by Liboff’s discoveries. His personal views embraced a truly 
holistic approach to understanding (and ultimately treating) 
symptoms and diseases using nonconventional approaches, 
and he decided to invest in this area of knowledge. The group 
designed and produced a device that was genuinely holis-
tic, using ion cyclotron resonance magnetic fields to treat 
not just localized body areas, but the entire body. Dallago 
called his type of treatment endogenous ion cyclotron res-
onance, extending Liboff’s proposal that it was reasonable 

to assume that all living things must naturally have intrin-
sic biological ICR properties. The technical development of 
Dallago’s device (subsequently called the Seqex® device) is 
now coordinated by the engineer Claudio Poggi, and regards 
this intrinsic ICR property as a shared, whole body property. 
According to this concept, externally applied ICR signals can 
help restore wellbeing (Figure 31.1).

How can the degree of wellbeing be measured quantita-
tively? Dallago and Poggi very cleverly made use of total 
body bio-impedance, a readily measurable quantity com-
monly used to assess a number of health indicators. Poggi 
noted that body impedance changes after whole body appli-
cation of ICR signals, and further, that these changes can 
be beneficial for the patient. An individual’s bioimpedance 
value is thus referred to as that person’s wellness factor. On 
a molecular basis, it is hardly surprising that ICR magnetic 
frequencies alter total body impedance, as this impedance 
includes both resistive and capacitive components. The more 
important capacitive reactance of the body is mainly due to 
the double lipid layers of the trillions of cells that constitute 
the body, and there is general agreement that the site of ICR 
interaction is most likely at the cell membrane.

In practice, the wellness factor is measured first, and a 
computer is used to determine which ICR magnetic frequen-
cies are required to adjust this factor, and then these signals 
are applied. The patient lies horizontally on a bedroll con-
taining sewn-in internal coils designed to produce vertical 
AC magnetic fields over the entire length of the body. The 
impedance is measured with a pair of electrodes attached 
to a wrist and an ankle. Following the test, the personalized 
treatment profile is stored on a smart card for use in further 
treatment sessions.

sEqEx: a bridgE bEtwEEn official 
and nonconvEntional mEdicinE

The history of medicine has reached a critical turning point. 
The Western medical paradigm with its reductionist, illness-
centered focus, is no longer capable of providing an adequate 

Q1

figurE 31.1  Abraham Liboff and Valerio Dallago test extremely 
low frequency electromagnetic fields on Seqex.
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response to modern patients, who are ever more intent not 
only on eliminating symptoms but rather on achieving a state 
of health definable as global wellbeing. A paradigm shift is 
thus required, a transition from the reductionist model to the 
holistic view of complementary medicines.

Seqex®, as an instrument for “total body” treatment with 
consistent information, satisfies this requirement, shifting the 
attention from an individual illness to the patient. It achieves 
this by applying two important principles:

 1. The postulation that everything is information and 
so any treatment is in reality information given to 
the organism

 2. The path of innovation in the field of biophysics: 
starting from studies conducted at the end of the 
1900s on the interaction of ELF-EMF with biologi-
cal tissue, the Seqex® team has developed a non-
invasive treatment method that permits the entire 
organism, rather than just a part of the same, to 
receive and therefore respond to ICR information.

There is an obvious shift from pharmaceutical- information 
targeted on a specific molecule (with the known side effects) 
to EM information that induces the organism towards a 
biological and physiological restoration of the state prior to 
alteration by illness.

A fundamental and inescapable aspect remains ongoing 
dialogue and comparison with allopathic medicine. Seqex® 
does not aim to substitute pharmacology but to function-
ally integrate it, providing an additional valid instrument for 
doctors who today are called on in their clinical practice to 
apply the axiom that equates energy and material as faces 
of the same medallion. Dialogue with clinicians is essential 
to improve and incentivize this approach to integrated medi-
cine, ever more in demand from patients.

The use of EFM instruments in medicine is widespread 
today, having by now become a transverse approach in vari-
ous branches of medicine. There are nevertheless three sub-
stantial differences between the most widely used machines 
and the operating principle of Seqex®:

•	 The use by Seqex® of an analogue rather than digi-
tal signal, and so more similar to the biological 
language

•	 The use of ELF-EMF (0.1–0.8 G_ rather than much 
wider fields) on the entire person and not only on an 
area of interest

•	 Application in the field is preceded by an impeden-
ziometric test designed to personalize the individual 
treatment by identifying the most appropriate wave-
form, frequency, and intensity for the patient.

These differences make it possible to use Seqex® without 
problems, even at home under medical supervision or out-
side of medical contexts (Seqex Fam®), increasing patient 
compliance to treatment. Furthermore, the analogue signal 
stimulates a more natural response (translating into variable 

response times depending on the state of health of the patient), 
and therefore, a biological response that is likely to be more 
enduring and effective.

thE sEqEx paradox: high EffEctivEnEss 
vErsus limitEd sciEntific knowlEdgE

To date, there are few published studies regarding the use of 
Seqex®; however, among these, two can be considered par-
ticularly important:

 1. The study by Vallesi et  al. on hematic oxidative 
balancing achieved using the ELF-EMF generated 
by Seqex®,5 which demonstrated a statistically sig-
nificant reduction in malondialdehyde (MDA), this 
being a marker of the peroxide state of biological 
tissues (resulting from degradation of plasmatic 
membranes), caused by endogenous or exogenous 
stress, following exposure to hydrogen peroxide

 2. The study by Rossi et al. regarding the reduction in 
oxidative stress in cancer patients obtained using 
the ELF-EMF fields generated by Seqex®,6 that 
demonstrated how the reduction in oxidative stress 
resulted in reduced myelosuppression from chemo-
therapy (see Table 31.1).

A study is currently under approval regarding the effec-
tiveness of treatment of headaches with IRC at the University 
of Milan.

Alongside these studies, there are various case reports and 
unpublished studies. Among the latter, worthy of note is a 
case of infantile ulcerated haemangioma treated with Seqex® 
by Covi et al.7 The patient was a baby girl born at term by 
eutocic birth on June 28, 2012 and diagnosed on day 10 of 
life with infantile hemangioma, complicated by ulceration 
and infection, which extended over the subsequent days to a 
part of the tongue and gums.

On day 15 of life, antibiotic and antifungal therapy was 
initiated, but without achieving improvement. On day 21, 
therapy was initiated with propanolol at a dosage of 2 mg/
kg/day to stop the growth of the hemangioma and reduce the 
widespread ulceration, with the hope of achieving positive 
results over the next 2 months.

On July 27, 2012, treatment with Seqex® was initiated. 
After 10 days of therapy with Seqex® and following a derma-
tological consultation on August 7, 2012, propanolol therapy 
was suspended because of the initial encouraging results.

The patient demonstrated constant improvement, first 
with resolution of ulceration, and then regeneration of 
healthy tissue. After a few days of therapy, appetite improved 
and normal eating habits resumed. After 40 days, the ulcer 
appeared to have completely disappeared, with regeneration 
estimated to be around 90%. The parents reported a signifi-
cant improvement in sleep rhythms, good appetite, and a 
lively active child. This report describes a unique case of its 
type and demonstrates the enormous therapeutic potential 
of IRC.

Q2
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Another very interesting study is that of Mario Betti, 
an MD, specializing in psychiatry, who investigated the 
therapeutic potential of ICR in psychiatric pathologies.8 
He assessed the effects of Seqex® therapy on 33 chronic 
psychiatric patients resistant to pharmacological treatment 
(e.g., psychosis, neurotic disorders, personality disorders, 
adjustment disorder). Each treatment cycle involved 20 ses-
sions of variable duration from 18 to 54 min, applying a 
treatment protocol of 10–50% of the potential intensity of 
the device and frequencies from 10 to 40 Hz. Assessments 
were made according to the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale 
(BPRS) with T0, T1, and T2, respectively at the start, after 
ten sessions, and on completion of the cycle. The results 
demonstrated improvements in all cases, as illustrated in 
Figure 31.2.

The study demonstrated significant effectiveness, mani-
fest in particular during the first half of the treatment cycle, 
and more specifically around the fourth session. Figure 31.3 
illustrates the appreciable improvements recorded for all the 
patient categories.

In conclusion, the work of Betti et  al. demonstrates the 
effectiveness of ICR for treating psychiatric disturbances, 
and highlights the sensitivity and responsiveness of the CNS 
to ELF-EMF. An integrated approach would appear to offer 
great potential for the treatment of patients with psychiatric 
disorders.

Alongside these examples, it would be possible to cite 
dozens of other cases involving a variety of pathologies that 
are all equally interesting.

thE futurE: from mEdical dEvicE 
to wEll-bEing facilitator

Within the medical-academic world there is considerable 
debate about the effects of ELF-EMF on the human organ-
ism. Alongside studies that demonstrate the therapeutic 
effectiveness9 or biological potential10 of ELF-EMF, a lot 

tablE 31.1
therapy with and without seqex
group age sex stage g-csf(mg) administered major hb reduction (g/dl)
No. 1 42 F II A 1200 0.9

No. 2 44 M III A 1500 1.8

No. 3 45 M II A 900 0

No. 4 69 M I A 3900 0

No. 5 38 M III A 1200 1.5

No. 6 35 F II A 1200 0.5

No. 7 26 F II A 1200 0.1

No. 8 39 F III A 1200 0

No. 9 40 F IV A 2400 0.6

Mean 40 1200 0.3
No. 10 47 F III A 5100 3.2

No. 11 26 F II A 5700 0.4

No. 12 20 M III A 3600 0

No. 13 27 F II A 1200 1.2

No. 14 78 F II A 7500 2.7

No. 15 26 M IIIA 4800 1.4

No. 16 40 M II A 6600 1.6

No. 17 23 F II A 5100 0

No. 18 43 M I A 4500 1.6

Mean 27 5100 1.4

Note: Patients 1–9 had supportive therapy with Seqex. Patients 10–18 in the second group did not. Age and stage are similar 
in the two groups. The granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) administered in the two groups is statistically 
different and is greater for those who did not receive the Seqex treatment. The group of patients not receiving the sup-
portive treatment tended to have a larger decrease of hemoglobin, but this decrease was not statistically significant.

Q3
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figurE 31.2  Graph comparing the Brief Psychiatric Rating 
Scale results at times T0, T1, and T2. An improvement is demon-
strated of statistical significance between T0 and T1.
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of attention is directed towards understanding if, how, and 
when ELF-EMF are involved in the pathogenesis of diseases, 
for example, in tumors. While there are studies that have 
linked certain forms of ELF-EMF with particular types of 
cancer in specific individuals,11 it needs to be noted that the 
same researchers are unable to provide a definitive answer 
to this question, and this remains more of a hypothesis than 
a certainty. It is also important to underline that many of 
the studies considered in the cited meta-analysis involved 
experiments that bore no resemblance to the therapeutic use 
of ELF-EMF (for example, Loscher and others used DMBA 
to induce breast cancer in mice, utilizing 50 Hz, 0.2–1 mT, 
10 mT, 50 mT, and 100 mT magnetic fields to irradiate 
mice 24 h a day for 13 weeks!). Thus, it is very important 
to consider the methods applied in ELF-EMF studies in 
order to avoid either alarmism or the risk of raising false 
expectations.
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figurE 31.3  Improvements in the items assessed by patients.
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